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Abstract
Virtualization technology play a vital role in cloud computing. In virtualization environment multiple applications can run at a same time. VM migration is one of the important features of the virtualization, which allows application to be transparently migrated along with their execution environments across physical machines. VM migration consists of four steps. These steps are source PM selection, VM selection from the selected PM in first step, target PM selection for placing the selected VM and selecting method for transfer VM data. In our proposed approach we are focusing on the last step i.e., choosing method for transferring VM data.

In this paper proposed approach is divided into two phases. First phase filter all pages which is modified in the last iteration and unmodified in the current iteration. In the second phase, page is divided into two types i.e., high dirty page and normal based on the modification in the last few iterations. For all filtered pages in the first phase now we check the number of times when the page is modified from the history record. If the page is modified more times the page will not be send in the current iteration otherwise the page will be send to the destination VM.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach it is implemented in CloudSim simulator and compare with the existing time series based pre-copy approach in term of total migration time and down time. Experiment result shows that proposed approach gives better result as compare to the base approach.

Index Terms: Pre-copy, post copy, stop and copy, migration, virtual machine, physical machine.
different types of services like software as a service (SaaS) [14], platform as a service (PaaS) and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) [3].

Virtualization technology [4, 5] play a vital role in cloud computing. In virtualization environment multiple applications can run at a same time. VM migration is one of the important features of the virtualization, which allows application to be transparently migrated along with their execution environments across physical machines. Virtual machine migration [6, 7] is needed for load balancing, server consolidation (power saving) and resource scheduling. VM migration consists of four steps. These steps are source PM selection, VM selection from the selected PM in first step, target PM selection for placing the selected VM and selecting method for transfer VM data.

In our proposed approach we are focusing on the last step i.e., choosing method for transferring VM data. Three methods are available named stop and copy, pre-copy and post-copy, for transferring the VM data from one PM to another PM [8]. Previous study shows that pre-copy approach gives better result as compare to the other two approaches. Due to this reason we are also using pre-copy approach to transfer the VM data. Pre-copy approach is the iterative method where VM pages are send continuously to the destination VM [15]. In the first phase all VM pages are transferred and in the second iteration pages modified in the first iteration are send to the destination VM, this process is continue until number of pages modified in the last iteration or maximum number of iteration is reach to the pre define threshold.

Downtime and total migration time play an important role in the VM migration. For effective migration, downtime and migration time should be minimum. Down time refers to the period between the stop-and-copy operation of VM on the source host and the activation operation of VM on the target host. That means downtime is the time where the VM is not available to the user. Whereas total migration time refers to the total time from the migration operation of VM is activated on the source host to the time VM is activated on the target host.

The proposed approach modifies the existing “Time series based pre-copy approach for live migration of virtual machine”. In this approach page is divided into two phases. First phase filter all pages which is modified in the last iteration and unmodified in the current iteration. In the second phase, page is divided into two types i.e., high dirty page and normal based on the modification in the last few iterations. For all filtered pages in the first phase now we check the number of times when the page is modified from the history record. If the page is modified more times the page is not send in the current iteration otherwise send the page to the destination VM.

This paper is organised as follows; section 1 is introduction about cloud, virtualization, Virtual machine migration, Pre-copy approach and performance parameters like downtime, total pages transferred, and total migration time, section 2 describes about the related work carried out previously in virtual machine migration approaches, section 3 gives the proposed work along with flow chart and the algorithm, section 4 discuss about the result and the last section gives the conclusion.

2. Related Work

In this chapter we discuss the work that has been carried out in the past in the field of Virtual Machine Migration along with differences and similarities between the previous work and ours. We also discuss various performance metrics which is important for VM migration, below we are presenting a review of some of the noteworthy contributions

R. Michael et al. [8] proposed live migration approach based on the post copy. Post-copy migration defers the transfer of a VM’s memory contents until after its processor state has been sent to the target host. This deferral is in contrast to the traditional pre-copy approach, which first copies the memory state over multiple iterations followed by a final transfer of the processor state. They use Dynamic Self-Ballooning (DSB) to reduce the number of free pages without significantly impacting the normal execution of the VM, so that the VM can be migrated quickly with a minimal memory footprint. Main limitation of this approach is once the VM resumes at the target, demand paging begins for missing pages that can increase the total migration time.
Wentian cui and M’eina song [9], proposed a VM migration approach by using Matrix Bitmap Algorithm. This approach is based on the “Program Locality Principle”, and use “matrix bitmap algorithm” that collects the dirty page information for many times before deciding whether to transfer the page or not.

F. Ma et al. [10], proposed Improved Pre-copy approach for migrating the VM in which some bitmaps are introduced which marks frequently updated pages. Although pre-copy approach can balance the downtime and total migration time of contradictions, it will cap the number of copying iterations to the maximum number of iterations.

H. Bolin et al. [11] proposed a pre copy based live migration technique for the cloud. In which, they evaluate traditional precopy approach, and proposed an improved time-series based precopy approach for virtual machine migration. With the time-series prediction technique, they identify frequently updated dirty pages (high dirty pages) in the past and future period more precisely, and transmit them in the last round of iteration, in order to reduce unnecessary, repeated transmission of dirty pages. Doing so can significantly reduce the total migration time.

3. Proposed Work

VM migration is the key feature of the virtualization because it allows to move running VM from one PM to another PM. Performance of any VM migration is depends on the down time and total migration time. Previous study says that pre-copy approach gives better result as compare to the other approaches due to this reason proposed approach use the pre-copy approach for the migration. Main problem with the pre-copy approach is that it send the same page several times if the page is modified regularly, which increase the total migration time and downtime. To mitigate this problem a time series based live migration approach were proposed [11]. This approach divides the pages into two groups normal and high dirty page. High dirty page were transferred in the last iteration. To define when the page is in high dirty group a threshold is use. Performance of this approach is mainly depends on this threshold value. Hence, finding the appropriate value of this threshold is a challenging task. So to mitigate this issue we proposed a live migration approach that uses the history of the page to decide whether the page is dirty or not. Hence we eliminate the requirement of the threshold.

In the proposed pre-copy approach page is divided into two group named high dirty page and normal page. A page which is modified more than its predefine threshold then the page belong to the high dirty page group otherwise page belongs to the normal group. To minimize the number of transferred page in the iteration, pages belonging to the high dirty page group are send to the last iteration. Proposed pre-copy approach is divided into two phases

Phase – 1

In this phase we check whether the page is modified in the last iteration or not. Four bitmaps designated to_send, to_skip, to_fix and to_send_last is used to record the status of page.

- **to-send** - bitmap hold pages modified in the last iteration.
- **to-skip** - bitmap hold pages modified in the current iteration.
- **to-fix** - hold pages which are fixed to be sent in last iteration.
- **to_send_last** - bitmap hold the pages which are frequently modified. These pages are send in the last iteration.

Table 1. Different Value of to_send and to_skip Bitmap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to_send</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to_skip</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send or not</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As it is clear from the table 1, page is transferred only when the value of to_send and to_skip bitmap is 1 and 0 respectively. Hence when the value of to_send and to_skip bitmap is not 1 and 0, page is add to the to_skip bitmap and not send to the destination VM

**Phase - 2**

In the pre-copy approach when the value of to_send and to_skip bitmap is 1 and 0 respectively, page is send to the target VM. But in our proposed approach before sending the page we first count the number of modification in the page during the last few iteration and then compare this value with the threshold. If the number of modification is more than the threshold then page is not send to the target VM. For this purpose history of each page is recorded which says the whether the page modified or not in the last some iterations. To record the history of each pages to_send_h bitmap is used. If the page is modified during the transmission then the corresponding value of this page in the to_send_h bitmap is one otherwise the corresponding value of this page in the to_send_h bitmap is zero. That means value 1 in the to_send_h shows that page is modified and 0 value says that page is not modified in the last few iterations. Size of the to_send_h bitmap depends on the number of history pages required by the user.

(a) **Threshold use by the Proposed Pre-copy Approach**

Since pre-copy is the iterative approach of the migration, so to stop the iteration or when the data transferred is stop a threshold is use. Threshold on the maximum number of iteration is defined by the user at the run time. When the value of the iteration is goes above this threshold value approach stops the iteration and the migration and transferred the VM data.

(b) **Method used to Identify the High Dirty Page**

Instead of using any threshold value used in [11], for define whether the page is dirty or not we are using the simple concept where we store the history of each pages and then check the number of times when the page is modified from the history data and compare with the un-modified pages. If the page is modified more time as compare to the unmodified pages then page is declare as a high dirty page otherwise page is normal.

If \(N\) is the number of history record for each page, then following equation is use to identified whether the page is high dirty or not:

\[
X = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p, \quad \text{where } P \in \text{to} \_\text{send} \_h
\]  

(1)

Where, \(X\) represents the number of times when the page is modified. Value of \(X\) calculates from the history of the page. Now the page is transferred to the target VM if and only if the value of \(X\) is less than \((N-X)\).For example if the size of history record is 7 for each page. Page is transferred if and only if the numbers of zeros are greater than 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>History Of each page for the last four iterations</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Send or Not</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Page Transfer Strategy
Algorithm for Transferring the VM Data

Number of Pages=n,
iteration_threshold= m
Number of pattern= 20
n=1
Number of history page for each VM=k,
to_skip=0, to_send=0, to_send_h[i].

[1] for (n=1; n<=20; n++) do
[2] for (n=1; n<=m; n++) do
[3] for each pages of VM do
[4] if (to_send=0 &&to_skip=1 || to_send=1 &&to_skip=1 || to_send=0 &&to_skip=0) then
[5] Don’t send the pages into the current iteration
[6] else
[7] if (to_send=1 &&to_skip=0) then
[8] Check the history of the pages
[9] Calculate \( X = \sum_{i=1}^{k} to_{send}_h[i] \)
[10] \( Y = k - X \)
[11] if \( x < y \) then

Fig. 1. Flow Diagram for the Proposed Pre-Copy Approach
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[12] Transfer the page into the current iteration
[13] else
[14] Don’t send the page.
[15] end if
[16] end if
[17] n=n+1
[18] end for
[19] Stop the VM at the source PM and transferred all remaining VM pages. Now start the VM on the target PM
[20] end for
[21] end for

Here X shows the number of 1 and Y shows the number of 0 in the history record of each page. Here we avoid the use of threshold to identify the high dirty page and this deification is done with the help of history record.

4. Result Discussion

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach CloudSim simulator [12] is use. For this purpose two VM is created and each VM is configure with 250 MIPS, 128 MB RAM, and 10000 Kbps bandwidth. An application is running on each VM which consist of number of pages. When the VM is migrated these pages need to transfer from one VM to another VM. For evaluate the performances of the proposed approach it is compare with the existing pre-copy approach name " A Time-Series Based Precopy Approach for Live Migration of Virtual Machines [11]". To check the effect of number of pages on the total migration time and down time, number of pages carry by each VM is change during the experiment. To generate the page sequence a random function is use which generates 20 random samples for each page in the VM. Time taken to transferred each page is assume to 6.78 ms. Following experimental setup is use to build the environment for evaluate the performance of proposed work.

For the proposed method

Number of creating VM = 2
Pages per VM = 10, 15, 20
History Record = 5
Iterations threshold = 5

For the previous method

Number of creating VM = 2
Pages per each VM = 10
History Record for = 5
Iterations threshold = 5
Dirty_Threshold = 5

To check the performance of the proposed work it compare with well know live migration approach [9] in term of total page transferred, Down time and Total Migration time.
Analysis of total number of page transmitted before applying stop and copy

![Graph showing number of pages transferred for different patterns](image)

Fig.2. Number of Page Transferred for 10 Pages in Each VM before Applying the Stop and Copy in proposed and Competitive Approach

Analysis of down time:

![Graph showing down time for different patterns](image)

Fig.3. Down Time for 10 Pages in Each VM in Proposed and Competitive Approach

Analysis of total Transmission time:

![Graph showing total transmission time for different patterns](image)

Fig.4. Total Transmission Time for 10 pages in Each VM during the migration process in Proposed and Competitive Approach
After analysing the figures 2.3 and 4 it can be conclude that our proposed approach transmitted less number of pages in stop and copy phase. Hence proposed approach minimizes the total downtime. This is because due to the setting of threshold value on the maximum dirty page. In the proposed approach after checking the mandatory condition (to_skip=0 and to_send =1), page can be transferred only when number of zero is more number of one.

Experiment results say that proposed approach gives the better result. It has minimum down time, minimum total migration time and minimum number of page transferred before applying stop and copy as compare to the competitive approach.

5. Conclusion

Total migration time and down time play an important role in the VM migration. This work provides an enhancement on existing pre-copy based live migration techniques and presents a new idea for live migration of virtual machine in cloud computing environment which reduces the time taken for migrate the virtual machine or application from one physical host to another host. Proposed Approach modifies the existing “Time Series Based Approach”. Main problem in “Time Series Based Approach” is that it is very difficult to calculate the K/N ratio where K is the threshold and N is the number of history in each pages. Our method eliminates the problem of taking threshold. Our method calculates the number of 0 and number of 1 and then by comparing total number of 0 and 1 decide whether the page is send or not in the current iteration. That means we check how many times a page is modified and if it is modified more times than unmodified times, page will not transferred. It improves results by reduced virtual machine downtime and total migration time.
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